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Autonomy Connector for SharePoint
Microsoft Office SharePoint Server (MOSS) provides a 
lightweight, cost-effective application environment for the 
enterprise to improve departmental collaboration and information 
management. Its excellent value proposition and the ease of 
installation have made SharePoint the fastest-growing server 
product Microsoft has ever had.

Ironically, this rapid proliferation of SharePoint has led many 
companies to lose control of the very content they had hoped 
to better manage. Because SharePoint is so easy to use, many 
SharePoint sites are created without the company’s knowledge 
and lie outside its information governance plan, oftentimes leading to confusion and, worse, litigation woes 
resulting from compliance violations. Its basic ad-hoc nature does little to address the complex requirements 
of such regulations as Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX) and amendments to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 
(FRCP), nor does it meet the need for efficient, fast and secure information retrieval and analysis across the 
full range of content.

Autonomy, a global leader in infrastructure software for the enterprise, connects transparently with MOSS 
to provide information governance, pan-enterprise search and analytics for SharePoint.  At the heart of 
Autonomy’s solution lies the Intelligent Data Operating Layer (IDOL). Using complex pattern-matching 
algorithms and probabilistic modeling, IDOL forms a conceptual and contextual understanding of all content 
in an enterprise, indexing and automatically analyzing any piece of information from over 1,000 different 
content formats, including rich media. For the heterogeneous enterprise that holds SharePoint as just 
one source of data, Autonomy’s mature connector framework (supporting over 400 repositories) enables 
governance, access and visibility across the entire enterprise corpus, allowing for unprecedented control and 
leverage of the organization’s information assets as well as for fully FRCP-compliant search .

Autonomy Connectors
Autonomy Connectors are responsible for 
extracting content from any type of local or 
remote repository, importing the data into an IDX 
or an XML file, and then indexing the data into 
the Autonomy Intelligent Data Operating Layer 
(IDOL) for information processing. There are 
connectors for different content repositories such 
as Notes, Exchange, Documentum, SharePoint, 
Oracle, and over 400 others. Each connector 
extracts the entire content of a given file to 
ensure complete accuracy.

Product Brief

Highlights

• One consolidated enterprise-wide ESI index 
with conceptual and keyword search

• Configurable aggregation of SharePoint Server 
stored documents, including from multiple 
SharePoint servers in parallel

• Unique mapped security model does not need 
to send any requests across the network to 
SharePoint when building up a results list

• File filtering, transformation and rendering 
support for over 1,000 file formats, including 
audio, video, structured and unstructured files

• Import parameters compatible with any 
Autonomy indexing process

• Support for all common file types, including 
PDFs, PSTs and Lotus Notes NSF (not 
supported by competing technologies)

• Full capture of text, metadata and security 
information

• Automatic detection of file types without 
relying on filename extensions

• Massive scalability, supporting SharePoint 
farms with over 25k sites and over 1bn 
documents

The SharePoint Connector can download documents from 
workspaces on multiple SharePoint servers simultaneously.  
These documents are then indexed into Autonomy IDOL.
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Extensive Content Support
The Autonomy Connector for SharePoint provides the broadest support for content indexing available; providing lightning fast retrieval of 
content to any IDOL-enabled solution. The Connector for SharePoint extracts and indexes documents, metadata, sites and associated user 
profile information, including:

	 •	Files	stored	in	document	libraries,	sites,	site	collections	and	systems,	including	rich	media	

	 •	List	items	from	all	list	types,	including:

		Wiki	pages
		Calendar	Items
		Tasks
		Blog	entries

Links
Contacts
Survey	responses
Publishing	pages

Announcements
Comments	on	a	discussion	board
Items	from	custom	lists
plus	list	items	in	any	other	list	type

	 •	Attachments	to	list	items

	 •	Metadata

	 •	User	information	stored	in	user	profiles

Powered by Autonomy KeyView technology, the SharePoint connector import module is fully capable of extracting all metadata and text from 
over 1,000 data formats, enabling IDOL to provide a 360 degree view of the information throughout the enterprise.

Perfect Configuration 
Autonomy’s unique solution is highly configurable, enabling organizations to create a perfect configuration without the cost of custom 
integrations. The KeyView Filter gives an application the ability to simultaneously filter multiple documents on a variety of platforms. The 
importing process is highly customizable for ingesting only the enterprise’s desired data, with the import module accepting over 300 
parameters for filtering content. 

For example, connectors can immediately reject 42 million known files in the NIST list as part of the pruning process, an especially valuable 
capability in eDiscovery cases. Users can manipulate the configuration file and create special fields and values, as well as perform real-time 
operations on the extracted text during data ingestion.

Connector for SharePoint 2007 configuration options include:

	 •	 Indexing	of	entire	SharePoint	farm,	or	a	subset

	 •	 Indexing	for	every	version	of	a	list	item	or	document	or	latest	published	version	only

	 •	Autonomy	Records	Manager	Smart	Shortcut	indexing

	 •	 Incremental	fetching	indexes	only	the	content	that	has	been	added,	updated	or	deleted	based	on	the	SharePoint	Change	Log	since	the	initial/	
	 last	fetch

	 •	Utilization	of	standard	and	extended	metadata

	 •	Connector	location	for	ACL	(Access	Control	List)	security	support	-	located	entirely	in	the	SharePoint	farm	or	a	Web	Service	in	the	farm	and		
	 with	the	connector	on	a	separate	system

	 •	SSL	communications

	 •	Communication	Fail-over	queuing	and	synchronization	for	network	outages

	 •	Options	for	handling	corrupt	data

	 •	Audit	log

Moreover, users can plug in any number of IDOL modules (e.g. categorization, eduction, etc.) in the connector layer to further structure the 
ingested data during the importing process. Other benefits that Autonomy connectors provide include: 

	 •	Comprehensive	toolkit	of	parameterized	filter	operations,	e.g.	extract	title

	 •	Create	logical	fields

	 •	Filtering	rules:	Min/Max	of	document

	 •	Reference	Manipulation

	 •	Rendered	HTML	Copy

	 •	Breaking	Sections/Anchors

	 •	 Intelligently	generated	titles	(prevents	repetition)

	 •	 Intelligent	extraction	of	summaries



Metadata, Basic and Beyond
Through the power of the IDOL platform, metadata can be automatically applied and extended to facilitate the management, retrieval and 
analysis of the information and SharePoint sites and users. This can significantly improve user productivity while lowering the cost of records 
management, legal search and other search and analysis operations that traditionally rely heavily upon human interaction.

The Autonomy Connector for SharePoint provides options for indexing and enhancing metadata associated with SharePoint documents, sites 
and users, including:

	 •	 Information	stored	in	list	columns,	for	example	the	status	and	priority	of	tasks

	 •	Custom	columns	and	related	information

	 •	File	metadata

	 •	Embedded	metadata	-	for	example	a	Microsoft	Word	document	may	include	information	about	the	author,	word	count,	etc..	This	information		
	 is	extracted	by	the	Autonomy	import	module	and	indexed	with	the	document.

	 •	User	profile	information,	for	example	a	user’s	skills,	responsibilities,	and	past	projects	while	security	measures	ensure	that	all	confidential		
	 information	is	protected

	 •	Extend	SharePoint	metadata,	for	example,	the	title	and	descriptions	of	lists	and	sites

Security
Autonomy provides all aspects of security management, including front-end user authentication, back-end entitlement checking and secure 
encrypted communication between the IDOL Server and its client applications with 128-bit Block Tiny Encryption Algorithm (BTEA). 

There are three security models offered within the market today – “Unmapped,” “Cached” and “Mapped” security, with Autonomy being the 
only vendor to provide fully mapped security. In Autonomy’s unique implementation of mapped security, IDOL maps the underlying security 
model in the form of ACL, group, role, protective markings, etc. from the underlying SharePoint repositories directly into the kernel of the 
IDOL engine itself. As a result of this unique solution, IDOL does not need to send any requests across the network to the data stores when 
building up a results list. 

The selection of content that is viewable to the user is assessed “inline” within the IDOL kernel at speeds that exceed the response times 
of the native repository. Unlike other techniques, the Autonomy security model is never out-of-date as the transitional signaling mechanism 
within the connector layer informs IDOL in real-time of any updates or changes to permissions within the underlying content. 

The connector includes features to ensure that when a user performs a search in IDOL, the results will only include documents that they are 
allowed to view:

	 •	Every	document	indexed	has	an	ACL	which	lists	the	users	and	groups	allowed	to	view	it.	This	is	used	by	IDOL	to	perform	a	security	trimming		
	 of	the	results	it	returns.

	 •	The	ACL	takes	into	account	the	permissions	that	users	and	groups	have	been	granted	on	the	object,	the	type	of	the	object	(e.g.	whether	or		
	 not	it	is	a	draft)	and	web	application	policies.

	 •	The	connector	can	be	used	to	update	a	group	server	with	group	membership	information	from	SharePoint.	Before	a	user	performs	a	query		
	 the	group	server	is	used	to	determine	group	membership.	This	means	security	trimmed	results	can	be	returned	quickly	and	efficiently.
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Scalability
Following the importing process, the connector indexes the IDX or XML load file into IDOL at a powerful rate of over 110 gigabytes per hour. 
The connector keep an audit of the aggregated files, security entitlement recording modification, deletions and completion points, and the 
signaling mechanisms allow automatic data synchronization between Autonomy’s infrastructure and the original data source. As each step in 
the importing and indexing process is done in parallel, IDOL maintains superior performance with immediate commit time. 

About Autonomy 
Autonomy Corporation, an HP Company, is a global leader in software that processes human information, or unstructured data, including 
social media, email, video, audio, text and web pages, etc. Autonomy’s technology manages and extracts meaning in real time from all 
forms of information, both unstructured and structured, enabling companies to leverage their data assets. Autonomy’s product portfolio helps 
power companies through enterprise search analytics, business process management and OEM operations. Autonomy also offers information 
governance solutions in areas such as eDiscovery, content management and compliance, as well as marketing solutions that help companies 
grow revenue, such as web content management, online marketing optimization and rich media management. 

Autonomy’s solutions are used by more than 25,000 customers including 87 of the Fortune 100, 10 of the top 10 financial services firms, 
75% of the global 100 law firms, 9 of the top 10 pharmaceutical companies and many government agencies. Over 400 of the world’s 
leading technology companies embed Autonomy’s technology in their products. Autonomy also owns the largest private cloud of diverse data, 
with 31 Petabytes of information. 

Please visit www.autonomy.com to find out more.

The connector layer extracts the content from repositories, imports it into an IDX or XML file and indexes it into IDOL Server
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